Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a neurological disease that causes death of neurons controlling muscle movements. Loss of speech and swallowing functions is a major impact due to degeneration of the tongue muscles. In speech studies using magnetic resonance (MR) techniques, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is used to capture internal tongue muscle fiber structures in three-dimensions (3D) in a non-invasive manner. Tagged magnetic resonance images (tMRI) are used to record tongue motion during speech. In this work, we aim to combine information obtained with both MR imaging techniques to compare the functionality characteristics of the tongue between normal and ALS subjects. We first extracted 3D motion of the tongue using tMRI from fourteen normal subjects in speech. The estimated motion sequences were then warped using diffeomorphic registration into the b0 spaces of the DTI data of two normal subjects and an ALS patient. We then constructed motion atlases by averaging all warped motion fields in each b0 space, and computed strain in the line of action along the muscle fiber directions provided by tractography. Strain in line with the fiber directions provides a quantitative map of the potential active region of the tongue during speech. Comparison between normal and ALS subjects explores the changing volume of compressing tongue tissues in speech facing the situation of muscle degradation. The proposed framework provides for the first time a dynamic map of contracting fibers in ALS speech patterns, and has the potential to provide more insight into the detrimental effects of ALS on speech.
INTRODUCTION
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a neurodegenerative disease when tissue in the nervous system progressively degenerates, affecting nerves controlling the movement of human body and resulting in difficulties in movement, speech, swallowing, and respiration. The average life expectancy of an ALS patient from the time of diagnosis is around two to four years and no cure for ALS is currently known [1] . In ALS, bulbar symptoms at onset are reported in about 30% of patients and almost all patients will develop bulbar problems at later stages of the disease [2] . Motoneuron loss affects patients' tongue muscles, causing structural and functional changes that lead to weakened, slowed, and limited tongue motion. Therefore, determining how an ALS tongue functions during speech has become an important topic for neurologists and speech-language pathologists to improve the diagnosis and clinical treatment of the disease. It requires a methodology to measure and analyze the tongue's internal muscular behaviors.
New techniques based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been playing an increasingly important role in the structural and functional study of the human tongue. Tagged MRI (tMRI) has been used for decades to capture the tongue's internal motion [3, 4] . In tMRI, magnetic fields are artificially manipulated to produce striped "tag patterns" that deform together with the tissue in motion. In post-processing, for each time frame, tMRI slices are analyzed in postprocessing steps using motion extraction algorithms such as phase-based methods [5] to produce four-dimensional (4D) motion field (3D space with time) reflecting the deformation of tissue points in the tongue [6, 7] . These motion fields can be used to calculate the time-varying strain patterns of the tongue in speech to reflect local tissue activities. On the other hand, to study the internal tissue fiber structures, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been widely adopted in brain MRI studies such as white matter tractography [8] . DTI reveals the diffusion process of water molecules in tissues in vivo, and the diffusion patterns reflect the microscopic details inside the tissue architecture [9] . Tractography is commonly used following DTI to reconstruct and visualize internal fibers [10] . In recent developments, DTI has been applied to the tongue region to reveal the fiber directions among the complex internal tongue muscle structures [11, 12] .
In current ALS speech studies, although various measurements have been investigated, internal structure and function of the tongue have not been studied due to the lack of imaging tools. In terms of tongue MRI, there have been works proposed to analyze strain in the artificial tongue muscle fiber directions, showing different speech patterns between normal subjects and post-glossectomy patients [13] . However, it is not straightforward to apply existing techniques to ALS patients especially when the symptom is severe. Since ALS symptoms have relatively fast development stages, late-stage ALS patients are likely to show severe bulbar symptoms and it is difficult for them to consistently perform speech tasks in multiple repetitions.
To address the problems described above, in this work we propose a method to compute strain in the line of action of tongue muscles with the aid of 4D motion atlases [14, 15] constructed from normal subjects. Since atlases of the tongue have been a useful tool in analyzing motion in subject-specific spaces [16] , they can be applied in various scenarios to provide missing information in a statistical way. In this work, although ALS patient-specific motion quantities are difficult to measure, we use a motion atlas to approximate their motion and strain during speech, while we use DTI to focus on revealing these patients' structural change in their internal muscle fibers. The tongue's motion fields in a controlled speech task were collected in advance and computed from tMRI of fourteen normal subjects. Meanwhile, DTI of two normal controls and an ALS patient were collected in another separate study and tractography was used to reveal their muscle fiber directions. For each DTI subject, the fourteen motion field sequences were deformed to its b0 space using image registration and a 4D motion field atlas was constructed to represent a statistical motion sequence. Henceforth, the strain in the line of action was computed combining the statistical motion atlas and each individual's tractography. We compared the result of the ALS patient to the two normal controls. Since strain in the line of action is an indicator of potential muscle activation in speech, the change of compressed regions in the tongue has the potential to indicate some compensation strategies applied by the patient in the case of muscle degeneration, and can be used as a quantitative representation to study the commonality and variability of an ALS patient's speech pattern.
METHODS

Motion estimation of tMRI
To construct a 4D motion atlas, fourteen healthy subjects participated in the first part of the acquisition, where they performed a speech task by pronouncing the utterance "a souk" in repeated speech cycles while tMRI slices were collected at a rate of 26 frames per second. The utterance was designed so that the tongue was expected to start from a neutral position /ə/, perform a forward motion at /s/, and finally arrive at an upward position at /k/ after transitioning through /u/. The subjects' motion was captured in the deformed tag patterns. We then process tMRI images with the phase vector incompressible registration algorithm (PVIRA) [7] . For each subject at each time frame, PVIRA estimates an incompressible dense 3D motion field, which we denote as , ( ) for subject at time frame . Each subject yields a 4D motion sequence quantified by 26 dense 3D motion field estimates. We use to denote the corresponding deformation as
At the first undeformed time frame, is the coordinates of the tissue points in the 3D voxel space. Note that in this work, we use a Lagrangian definition to root every motion field in the undeformed frame (material framework ). In this way, no matter what quantities we compute over time, they are always mapped and displayed on the undeformed frame and , ( ) = + , ( ) .
(1) 
Strain in the line of action for ALS
Now that motion information from tMRI is obtained, it can be matched with the diffusion data to compute strain in the line of action. In the material frame , the deformation gradient tensor is defined as
According to [13] , strain in the line of action of muscle fibers is found at every time frame by computing the L2-norm of the projection of ( ) to the fiber directions:
At each voxel, strain in the line of action ( ) is a scalar indicating the ratio of a local deformation to its original muscle fiber length. It is also a dynamic map of the tongue muscle activities. A value less than 1 indicates shortening that could either be spontaneous muscle activation or passive compression. Figure 2 . 4D motion atlases constructed from fourteen tMRI sequences in the b0 spaces of two normal control subjects and an ALS patient pronouncing the utterance "a souk". Four critical time frames from 26 total frames are shown, representing a neutral position, a forward motion, an intermediate motion between /s/ and /k/, and an upward motion. We use color-coded cones to represent motion directions, where anterior-posterior is coded green, inferior-superior is coded blue, and left-right is coded red. 4D motion atlases were constructed independently in the spaces of two normal controls and one ALS patient. In Figure 2 , four critical time frames are shown for the positions of /ə/, /s/, /u/, and /k/. Note that the patient has a degenerated tongue shape that falls flat to the posterior direction and is less symmetrical from left to the right.
RESULTS
At each voxel, tractography results shown in Figure 1 were then imported to reveal the directions of local fibers. The local fiber directions are represented by cylinders and visualized in Figure 3 . We use the same color-coding scheme as Figure 2 . The fan-shaped fibers that originate from the bottom of the tongue and spread to the top and back of the tongue body are very prominent. It is a representation of the genioglossus, a major muscle that forms a majority of the internal tongue volume. Although the sizes of the tongue are difference among all three subjects, the internal fiber structures of the two controls are similar, while the patient seems to have lost many inferior-superior fibers due to muscle degeneration.
Finally, for each subject, the information from its 4D motion atlas and DTI tractography was combined and strain in the line of action was computed along these local fiber directions. We thresholded ( ) to leave the region where its value is less than 0.98 (indicating a 2% muscle contraction). The results for all three subjects at the four critical time frames of /ə/, /s/, /u/, and /k/ are shown in Figure 4 . At each time frame, the mask of the whole tongue is rendered using a red volume and the thresholded compressed region with a greater than 2% contraction is rendered using a green volume inside the tongue mask.
Quantitatively, we computed the percentage of compressing muscles for all subjects (the percentage of green regions to the red volume). We plotted both the absolute volumes of the active regions and its percentage to the whole tongue's volume over time in Figure 5 . Control 1 is shown in red, control 2 is shown in blue, and the patient is shown in green. Especially, at the four critical frames /ə/, /s/, /u/, and /k/, control 1 reported percentages of 37%, 44%, 35%, and 33%, control 2 reported percentages of 22%, 29%, 34%, and 36%, and the patient reported 26%, 28%, 32%, and 34%. Time frame Figure 4 . Contracting regions (green) with more than 2% of original muscle length in the whole tongue (red) when pronouncing "a souk" for two normal control subjects and an ALS patient. 
DISCUSSION
From the subject-specific atlas results in Figure 2 , it can be seen that the motion fields of all three subjects follow the same pattern. In the pre-speech neutral position /ə/, the whole tongue shows less amount of activity or some motion that points back and down. This is the tongue naturally retracting and getting ready for the upcoming deformations. At /s/, the anterior genioglossus compresses to send the tongue tip forward. Then the tongue moves to an intermediate position with /u/, and ends by pronouncing /k/ where posterior and inferior genioglossus compresses to push the tongue upward. Even for the patient, although his tongue shape is changed due to atrophy and the muscles have a limited extent of deforming ability, the remaining part of the tongue muscles still functions to make a relatively small part of the tongue tip go forward for /s/ and then go upward for /k/.
Qualitatively, the region of compression results shown in Figure 4 is difficult to visually interpret. However, we can observe the general trend of the region of compressing muscles gradually shifting from anterior tongue to posterior tongue during the utterance "a souk". Especially, comparing the time frames /s/ and /k/, the former has many active regions near the tip of the tongue for all three subjects, while the latter has less amount of activities in these regions. This could be related to the compression of anterior genioglossus to create the central groove for /s/. Meanwhile, the time frame /k/ has many active regions around the posterior tongue comparing to /s/. This could be attributed to posterior genioglossus compressing to shorten the length of the tongue and squeeze it upward.
Notice that in this experiment, the patient does not show much difference from the two controls other than in the tongue shape. From Figure 5 , the patient's percentage of compressed tissues in the tongue is similar to the two controls, especially to that of control 2. The tractography results in Figures 1 and 3 showed a major decrease in the amount of vertical (inferior-superior) fibers in the tongue for the patient. We also note that during the experiment session, the ALS patient still had the ability to produce intelligible speech to a certain extent, although he was not eligible to participate in a dynamic motion scan of the tongue due to speech fatigue and poor repeatability. This result shows that atrophy in some vertical tongue muscle fibers does not severely affect the general location and percentage of compressing tissues during the pronunciation of "a souk".
Another reason that the patient result looks similar to the controls could be because all three atlases come from the same group of normal control subjects. Since patient's motion is largely unpredictable, how to simulate a patient's true motion or even to build an atlas space using a certain group of patients is very challenging. Another direction to aim for improvement is to acquire dynamic motion data directly from ALS patients using our imaging techniques in conjunction with motion correction strategies such as post-processing or wireless MR active markers [18] . Overall, our study proposed a way to simulate a subject's motion field using a 4D motion atlas without directly acquiring motion data from patients. Although this study is still in a preliminary stage and only three DTI subjects were involved, it proves that atlases of the tongue could be used in a statistical way to analyze motion in subject-specific spaces and to compensate for missing information. In addition, our approach sets a potential direction for providing more insight into the detrimental effects of ALS on speech.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a method to combine information obtained from tagged and diffusion MRI to construct a dynamic strain map in the line of action of internal tongue muscles during speech. With the aid of a 4D motion atlas, the strain map provides a tool to assess the functionality characteristics of normal tongue motion and degenerated ALS motion, and has the potential provide more insight into the detrimental effects of ALS on speech.
